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SOA LEGACY

SOA LEGACY INC is an entertainment company 

from New York, that serves as an umbrella to 

coordinate the production and commercialization 

of all the products of the Rupturian franchise:

 movies, video-games, books and toys   



Bernal Films

Bernal Films Inc is an entertainment company 

from New York that focuses on the production 

and commercialization of the first film of the 

Rupturian franchise:

 Rupturian –Extinction on Earth



Al Herrera, President of SOA LEGACY  

Al Herrera has ample experience 

in the execution of information 

technology projects, and as such 

has professional references from:

Verizon, AT&T, JPMorgan / Chase

Bank of New York / Mellon, etc



His experience in telecommunication gave 

rise to his concept of the

Rupturian Intergalactic Network (RIN)  

Verizon AT&T



The RIN is like the Internet, with a reach that 

goes to the Local Group of Galaxies, 

accessed with cellular phones



As a writer, Al Herrera has published 

several books 

Rupturian Vision of Reality Last call from Earth



Al Herrera is the creator of the 

Rupturian concepts 

Parallel dimension

In Google there are 

thousands of 

references about the 

Rupturian concepts, in 

several languages 



Michael Martinez

Director of the film  Rupturian

Michael Martinez 

has over 15 years of technical and 

artistic experience in digital cinema, 

very appropriate to Direct Rupturian,

a Sci-Fi movie that requires 

computer generated images   



Alberto Farres

Production Manager of the film Rupturian

Alberto Farres

Has over 15 years of 

experience in all facets of the 

TV and movies industry.

He is well known in the 

TELEVISA network 



In summary

A highly qualified Mgmt

team that can deliver a 

film of artistic and 

technical quality, within 

the established budget    



I invite you to see our videos

 Rupturian –Extinction on Earth 

About the Rupturian Script

 Kickstart Rupturian

Forward the Rupturian opportunity to your social network 



Contact

alherrera@bernalfilms.com


